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VASIKKA
– In-field spectrometry system
VASIKKA is a versatile spectrometry software system for managing acquisition, communication
and analysis of data from multiple radiation detectors in real time. The VASIKKA software can
be deployed in various different configurations, from portable field units to laboratory
applications. VASIKKA is fully compatible with remote reachback services.

Features
Fully automated operation for nonexpert users.
Fast and robust analysis, including
isotope identification.
Integration with LINSSI database.
Versatile communication capabilities;
transfers data to reachback center in
real time.
Configurable to different needs;
customized online data processing.
Data visualization for detection,
analysis and reporting.
Modular and portable, runs on both
Windows and Linux, from server to
smartphone.

Fig. 1. Different visualizations of data collected by VASIKKA.
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Software for spectrometry

Applications
RID (Radionuclide Identification Device)
A backpack with gamma and neutron detectors
controlled by VASIKKA forms the basis of a RID. In
addition to its detection and identification capabilities,
the backpack unit transfers data to the reachback
center in real time.

Portal monitoring
A pillar type portal monitor with a NaI spectrometer
uses a small embedded computer running VASIKKA for
radiation detection and isotope identification. The
stationary nature of the pillar is taken into account in
the analysis algorithm.

Radiation surveillance vehicle
A radiation surveillance vehicle with two large NaI
detectors, a LaBr3 detector, a fixed HPGe, a portable
HPGe and alpha spectrometry capability uses VASIKKA
to manage data acquisition and analysis (Fig. 2).

Data acquisition in laboratory systems
Data acquisition in laboratory systems (Fig. 3) can be
controlled by VASIKKA allowing full use of LINSSI
database and customized processing and visualizations.

Fig. 2. VASIKKA controls the data acquisition, analysis and
communication in the surveillance vehicle.

Fig. 3. The MiniPANDA system, based on alpha/beta/gamma
coincidence counting, utilizes VASIKKA for data acquisition and storage.

Alpha spectrometry in the field
The communication capabilities of the VASIKKA software allow alpha spectrometric measurements to be carried
out in the field (Fig. 4). The spectrum is transferred to reachback center where the most complicated task, the
spectrum unfolding, is carried out.

 Fig.

4. Alpha spectrum measured directly in the field. The analysis
of the spectrum requires specialized programs and techniques
available in the reachback center.

 Fig. 5. A commercial RID based
on the VASIKKA software.

Technology readiness
The VASIKKA software is in commercial use (Fig. 5),
with more applications under development.
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